
Supporting 
people through 
periods of 
change and 
uncertainty.

Thanks so much for attending 
my presentation.

These are copies of the slides 
with some additional resources. 

If you have any questions then 
please drop me a line 
rob@tailoredthinking.co.uk

Best of luck experimenting with 
and exploring these ideas.

Rob
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Tailored Thinking resources
Job crafting guide
An overview of buoyant wellbeing
5 Ways to wellbeing

PERMA / Models of wellbeing
5 minute video of Martin Seligman 
introducing PERMA
Happiness isn’t the absence of negative 
emotions - Harvard Business Review 
PERMA Workplace Survey 
Guidance on implementation of 5 ways of 
Wellbeing – New Economics Foundation 
A number of presentations and articles on 
wellbeing by Dr Aaron Jarden
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Rob Baker @bakerrjm

Supporting 
people through 
periods of 
change and 
uncertainty.



Tailored 
Thinking



Hello.

@bakerrjm
@tailoredthink



Our plan.
a. Positively responding to 

challenge
b. What is wellbeing?
c. Taking control of our work
d. Boosting your own 

wellbeing



How are people 
feeling? 
How do you 
want people to 
feel?



1) Positively 
responding to 
challenge



Positive Psychology is 
the scientific study of 
human flourishing
and optimal 
functioning amongst 
individuals, teams, 
organisations and 
communities.
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With Struggle Without Struggle

rob@tailoredthinking.co.uk @bakerrjm www.tailoredthinking.co.uk

Workplace
wellbeing



Jarden, A., & Jarden, R. (2016)
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Lighthouse Thinking Buoyant Wellbeing
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Wellbeing and 
our brains





2) What is 
wellbeing?
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Make work better.
Maker better work.
Tailoredthinking.co.uk Seligman, 2011

PERMA+
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BOOSTiNG
RELATIONSHIPS

Make work better.
Maker better work.
Tailoredthinking.co.uk

Seligman, 2010
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Gratitude wall
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Threegoodthings.io



Three good 
things…



3. Taking control
of your day 



1) Plan your day
2) Schedule important but non 

urgent tasks
3) Engage in short bursts of 

concentrated activity
4) Reward success with micro-

breaks
5) Turn off notifications & avoid 

distractions
6) Collect to-do items
https://www.womeninresearch.org.au/time-management
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4)Experimenting 
with your work & 
wellbeing
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tailoredthinking.co.uk/digital
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Make work better.
Maker better work.
Tailoredthinking.co.uk Seligman, 2011

What do 
you want 
to explore 
today?





Questions to ask?

1. How much of this do you 
have? (scale 1 – 10)

2. How much of this do you 
want? (scale 1 – 10)

3. What would this look and 
feel like?



With a budget of 10 
mins a day or an hour a 
week..

What are you going to 
experiment with, when 
and why?



With a budget of 10 
mins a day or an hour a 
week..

What are you going to 
experiment with, when



How are you going to 
boost your wellbeing?

What conversations about 
wellbeing are you going to 
have?



better
work

work
better

Thankyou

Make work better.
Maker better work.


